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[Video Credit: How To: Fimo Stick Nail Art]
Sooo cool!
Click here to see the video.

Fly-Tying Tip

[Photo Credit: Winona Fly Factory]
What do Zap Glues have to do with fly fishing?
Apparently Zap Glues can be combined with wire fly tying to create
some pretty authentic looking midge larva.
Enticing trout on streams is not only a sport, but a science and an
art. The Winona Fly Fishing blog has terrific tips incorporating all
three of these aspects of fly fishing. We particularly like this one
featuring Zap A Gap CA.
Read Full Article.

Super Glue Blog

Timeless Treasures

[Photo Credit: James Hakeem]
Miniatures are so cool! Look at these life-like model car, trucks, and
trailers created by satisfied customer, James Hakeem. The attention
to detailed required to create these treasured scale models is
incredible. Here’s Jim’s story about how he uses our Zap gap filling
super glue, in his model building, and the steps involved in the
process:
Read Full Article.

Artist Nails Charity Auction
Theme!!

[Photo Credit: Nancy Larrew]
This intriguing piece of art is entitled “Every Community Has Its Share
Of Nuts”! The artist, Nancy Larrew, created it for a charity aution
benefitting Zimmer Children’s Museum! According to the artist, “the
theme of the show is building a community using building materials”.
We think she’s NAILED that theme with this piece! :)
Read Full Article.

Glassy Girl’s Weekend Party
Favors ..

[Photo Credit: SJH]
Nowadays, we are always hearing about fun, getaway weekends busy
moms are taking to relax and rejuvenate with friends while
hardworking dads take a break and bond (two words we love! :) ) with
the kids at home. Recently, Sheli and some of her favorite “mom”
friends did just that – took off for a weekend together in Palm Desert.
Read Full Article.
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